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Abstract 

Mobile applications can be easily downloaded and installed via markets. However, malware and malicious 

applications containing unwanted advertisements exist in these application markets. Therefore, smartphone 

users install applications with reference to the application review to avoid such malicious applications. An 

application review typically comprises contents for evaluation; however, a false review with a specific purpose 

can be included. Such false reviews are known as fake reviews, and they can be generated using artificial 

intelligence (AI)-based text-generating models. Recently, AI-based text-generating models have been 

developed rapidly and demonstrate high-quality generated texts. Herein, we analyze the features of fake reviews 

generated from Generative Pre-Training-2 (GPT-2), an AI-based text-generating model and create a model to 

detect those fake reviews. First, we collect a real human-written application review from Kaggle. Subsequently, 

we identify features of the fake review using natural language processing and statistical analysis. Next, we 

generate fake review detection models using five types of machine-learning models trained using identified 

features. In terms of the performances of the fake review detection models, we achieved average F1-scores of 

0.738, 0.723, and 0.730 for the fake review, real review, and overall classifications, respectively. 
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1. Introduction 

Generally, Internet users access communities on social media to obtain the data required, and they can 

propagate information to millions of users in a relatively short time [1]. Previously, users have primarily 

used the Internet through desktops. However, since the launch of the iPhone 3GS by Apple in 2007, the 

demand for smartphones with mobile phones and Internet functions has increased significantly, resulting 

in the popularization of the smartphone. In addition, the rate of Internet access through smartphones has 

exceeded that through desktop owing to the popularization of smartphones worldwide. Currently, mobile 

applications installed on smartphones are used extensively to share information and perform efficient 

work, resulting in a rapidly developing mobile application market [2]. Mobile applications are generally 

distributed through application markets, and Google Play Store and Apple App Store are the primary 

application markets used. Application markets provide reviews and place popular applications in the top 

list, in which the reviews contain opinions of users and rating scores. Users verify the reliability of the 
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application by referring to the review and rating scores of applications [3]. They check the app's reviews 

and app ratings because people with malicious purposes can acquire personal information or expose false 

advertisements in the app [4]. The higher the rating of the application, due to an application is placed on 

the top of the list, the more likely are companies to distribute the application rating scores and perform 

reviews in real time. In addition, an updated version of the application can be planned by reflecting the 

opinions and improvements of users through reviews. 

Typically, reviews contain positive or negative opinions regarding applications, and these opinions can 

significantly affect application updates. However, reviews contain a number of false evaluation that 

cannot be disregarded, and these reviews can severely damage application updates [5]. The updates of 

applications reflecting false reviews degrade the applications. In addition, reviews unrelated to 

applications and those that are criticized for malicious purposes exist; such reviews are known as fake 

reviews. The main purpose of fake reviews is to place a specific application at the top of the product list 

of the market or to reduce the reliability and utilization of the application by manipulating the application 

review and rating score. In fact, some companies hire fake reviewers for malicious purposes [6]. Further-

more, fake reviews written through programs such as social bots have been reported [7,8]. 

Recently, advanced artificial intelligence (AI) technology has proven its excellence in many fields [9], 

and article writing at a level similar to that of humans has been enabled [10,11]. However, AI can be used 

for malicious purposes such as fake news or synthetic photographs, and such cases are increasing [12]. 

AI technology is likely to be exploited in application markets, and if exploited, will cause considerable 

confusion to users and service providers by several fake reviews generated in a short time. In addition, it 

has been regarded as a serious problem, in which fake reviews cannot be identified easily among many 

reviews [13]. Herein, we analyze the linguistic features of fake reviews generated from AI-based language 

models and research to identify fake reviews. In addition, to distinguish reviews written by fake reviewers, 

reviews generated by AI-based language models are named machine reviews, and the definition of a 

review is presented in Fig. 1. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Definition of three application reviews. 

 

The contributions of this study are as follows: 

 Linguistic features of reviews are extracted and defined 

 Features of real and machine reviews are compared via statistical analysis 

 Machine-learning-based machine review detection models are created using identified linguistic 

features of machine review  

 Identified features are verified as significant using machine review detection models 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the background of AI-based language models. 

Section 3 introduces relevant studies of AI-based language models and fake reviews. Section 4 presents 
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the experimental preparation and linguistic feature analysis of reviews. Section 5 describes the machine 

review classification model, and Section 6 presents the conclusions. 

 

 

2. Background 

This section describes studies regarding fake reviews used for malicious purposes and AI-based 

language models. 

 

2.1 AI-based Language Models 

Until recently, Internet users have shared information efficiently through a macro program known as 

“social bot.” However, social bots are highly likely to be abused for purposes such as political propaganda 

or spreading of false advertising. Existing social bots can quickly generate short sentences; however, 

sentences written by social bots can be easily identified by humans because the quality of text is low. 

In recent years, the quality of text by AI technology, which has improved rapidly, has progressed to 

the extent that it becomes difficult for humans to distinguish different qualities. In 2018, Generative Pre-

Training-1 (GPT-1) was announced by Open AI, a non-profit research institute, followed by GPT-2 in 

2019 [11,14]. In addition, the closed beta of GPT-3 was implemented in May 2020 [15]. In particular, 

GPT-2 has garnered significant attention from many researchers hitherto; consequently, models such as 

Grover was derived. GPT-2 is a language model based on AI that trains big data and writes texts when it 

receives initial texts. Existing social bots that repeat simple patterns are easily distinguishable; however, 

GPT-2 based social bots will write countless high-quality texts that are difficult for humans to identify. 

In addition, GPT-2 can be exploited to write fake reviews, and fake reviews by GPT-2 will adversely 

affect the mobile application market. In 2018, bidirectional encoder representations from transformers 

(BERT), a language model released by Google, trained big data including Wikipedia and book data on 

the web [16]. Compared with generative pre-training, BERT proved its superiority in an experiment, 

demonstrating unrivaled performance in natural language processing. 

 

2.2 Giant Language Model Test Room 

Giant Language Model Test Room (GLTR) is a technique for identifying texts generated from language 

models and is based on probability distributions [17]. A GLTR generates word candidates based on a 

probability distribution P���
|��:���

� affected by first words (� − 1) to generate the N-th word in the 

sentence. The top K candidates with high probability are known as “top-k,” and the language model 

generates sentences from the top-k to the top word or any word. A GLTR uses the top-k to identify the 

text generated by the language model, identifies the top-k of the word in a sentence, and determines the 

number of words in the candidate group. In addition, it overlays colors by the range of top-k above the 

corresponding word in the sentence. The top-k range used is green if k is less than 10, yellow if k is less 

than 100, red if k is less than 1000, and purple if k is more than 1000. This is measured as a word with a 

higher probability of being generated by the language model as the top-k is lower. Meanwhile, the higher 

the top-k, the more difficult it is to distinguish it from humans. Therefore, when performing color overlay 

via a GLTR for texts generated via a language model, the more green areas appear in a sentence, the more 

likely it is that the language model has generated it. Fig. 2 shows the results of color overlays for human-
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written text using a GLTR and text generated through a language model. For the two sentences shown in 

Fig. 2, the first sentence was written by humans, and the second sentence was generated through the 

language model. As a result of the visualization, most of the sentences generated from the language model 

were displayed in green; however, in the human-written text, yellow, red, and purple were expressed 

variously. Hence, the GLTR can identify texts generated by language models through top-k ratios instead 

of using simple statistical techniques and machine learning-based analysis. However, studies regarding 

the detection of texts that cannot be detected by GLTR is necessitated. Experiments and analyses were 

conducted in this study to generate machine reviews through a linguistic model and classify high-quality 

machine reviews validated through a GLTR. 

 

 
Fig. 2. GLTR visualization of human-written and language-model-generated texts. 

 

 

3. Related Work 

This section describes studies regarding fake reviews used for malicious purposes and AI-based 

language models. 

 

3.1 Studies regarding Fake Reviews 

Zhang et al. [18] reported the difficulty encountered by developers in identifying problems, even 

though users request errors and improvements in applications with reviews. Therefore, they analyzed 

reviews and then classified the problem into 17 types. Martens and Maalej [19] received 60,000 fake 

reviews from 43 fake reviewers using camouflage questionnaires and collected 66,000,000 reviews on 

the App Store. Subsequently, they analyzed the fake reviews and created a fake review detection 

classifier. Their performance evaluation showed that the classifier achieved an AUC/ROC value of 98%. 

He et al. [8] proposed a detection method based on a positive and unlabeled (PU) learning to prevent the 

spread of malicious reviews. 

 

3.2 Application of AI-based Language Models 

Ouazzane et al. [20] proposes ALMIL (adaptive language modeling intermediate layer), a framework 

that provides text prediction and text correction functions to corresponding users by analyzing typing 

stream data that reflects typing habits and vocabulary skills of users who are typing on keyboard. They 

applied the proposed framework to the QWERTY keyboard to create IK (Intelligent Keyboard), and 

achieved more enhanced text prediction and text correction performance. Zellers et al. [21] introduced a 

model for generating speech using the training speech of the UN General Assembly and announced the 
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necessity for a policy to prevent language models. Kieuvongngam et al. [22] proposed a model that can 

provide abstract and comprehensive information using keywords extracted from the output of GPT-2 to 

collect the latest information regarding coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) in recent years. Barrio 

[23] proved that creative song lyrics can be created using a GPT-2 model that trained the lyrics of Taylor 

Swift. Adelani et al. [24] generated a high-quality review based on sentiment using GTP-2 and classified 

reviews with specific sentiments with 98% accuracy using BERT. Nishi et al. [25] analyzed the effect of 

news written by language models on the financial market. They created a news evaluation system for 

financial market analysis using language models. Kreps et al. [26] warned that AI-based language models 

can generate news and spread them quickly. They compared the fake news written by language models 

with real news and discovered that both fake and real news demonstrated the same reliability. Destine-

DeFreece et al. [27] conducted a project to film the famous TV program “Sex and the City,” in which the 

script written was by GPT-2. Liao et al. [28] attempted to write classical Chinese poetry using GPT-2. 

The proposed method was much simpler compared with the existing RNN-based method, and in 

particular, the classical poetry achieved high performance in a specific area. Fangi et al. [29] investigated 

the generation of deep fake tweets. In their study, 23 language models that trained collected tweets 

generated short texts that were difficult to detect. Horvitz et al. [30] conducted a study to generate a 

satirical headline. Headlines generated with GPT-2 achieved scores higher by 73% compared with 

headlines written by humans. Lee and Hsiang [31] proposed a classification model based on BERT for 

patent classification. Huang et al. [32] generated legal texts using a language model and proposed 

ColMQA to solve logical legal problems. Peng et al. [33] proposed CMedGPT2 to train electronic 

medical records and generate electronic medical records for China. Salminen et al. [34] investigated the 

detection of hatred-related texts in social media. They confirmed that the text written by BERT was the 

most influential among the language models. 

 

 

4. Feature Identification for Machine Review Detection 

In this section, we analyze the linguistic features of machine reviews generated through AI-based 

language models. The overall analysis and model evaluation process are shown in Fig. 3. 

 

4.1 Extracting Linguistic Features of Application Review 

Generating a machine review requires a real review of the mobile application. We used the Kaggle 

website to collect real reviews written on Google Play Store and Apple App Store. GPT-2, an AI-based 

language model, was trained using the collected real review. Subsequently, a mobile application review 

style machine review was generated using the trained model. Fig. 4 shows some of the real and machine 

reviews. 

After generating a machine review through the trained model, we verified the quality of the generated 

machine review using a GLTR. Consequently, a sufficiently identifiable review was created through the 

GLTR, and to improve the quality of the review, reinforcement learning was performed by setting the 

hyper-parameters of top-k and the temperature of GPT-2 to 10 and 0.4, respectively. The previously 

trained GPT-2 was repeated in 1,000 epochs to train the real review, and after comparing the generated 

review to GLTR, repeated learning was conducted for 8,000 epochs. An excellent performance machine 
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review can be generated through iterative learning, and the result of comparing the real review and the 

generated machine review using GLTR features (shown in Table 1) is shown in Fig. 5. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Overall process for analyzing linguistic features of two reviews. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Examples of human-written review and examples of review generated through GPT-2 model. 

 

Table 1. Schema of preprocessed table for machine review analysis 

Column name Description 

top_k_green top-k ≤ 10 

top_k_yellow 10 < top-k ≤ 100 

top_k_red 100 < top-k ≤ 1,000 

top_k_purple 1,000 < top-k 

 

In Fig. 5, the x-axis represents the features of GLTR, and the y-axis represents the real review and 

machine review. Additionally, top_k_green indicates that k is less than 10. If these features appear in 

large numbers, then it is likely that the language model has generated text. In addition, the k in 

top_k_yellow, top_k_red, and top_purple represent less than 100, less than 1000, and more than 1,000, 
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respectively. A larger number of these features render them more difficult to be distinguished from 

humans. The machine review generated through this method yielded a slightly higher top_k_green than 

the real review; however, text similar to that of humans was used. In this study, as shown in Fig. 5, a 

machine review analysis with improved text quality was conducted. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Difference between GLTR features of real review and GLTR features of machine review generated 

by GPT-2 model with 8,000 epochs. 

 

To extract the linguistic features of real and machine reviews, we used NLTK, Python’s natural 

language processing support module. NLTK is a package that is widely used in natural language 

processing and is primarily used for morpheme analysis. The four linguistic features were composed of 

basic, word-based sentiment, sentence-based sentiment, and part-of-speech (POS)-based features. Table 

2 shows groups of attributes of the basic features based on linguistic features. Table 3 shows groups of 

attributes for word-based sentiment features, and Table 4 shows groups of attributes for sentence-based 

emotion features. Table 5 shows the properties of POS-based features by grouping. 

 

Table 2. Definition of the basic features of the four linguistic features 

Attribute name Description 

num_count Number of numbers

word_count Number of words 

sentence_count Number of sentences 

special_character_count Number of special characters (!, ?, #, @, $, %, & …) 

link_count Number of links 

 

Table 3. Definition of word-based sentimental features among four linguistic features 

Attribute name Description 

word_strong_pos Number of strong positive words

word_weak_pos Number of weak positive words 

word_strong_neg Number of strong negative words 

word_weak_neg Number of weak negative words 

word_sentimental_score_1 Word-based sentimental score 1: Refer to Equation 2 

word_sentimental_score_2 Word-based sentimental score 2: Refer to Equation 3 

 

Table 4. Definition of sentence-based sentimental features among four linguistic features 

Attribute name Description 

sentence_pos Number of positive sentences

sentence_neg Number of negative sentences 

sentence_sentimental_score_1 Sentence-based sentimental score 1: Refer to Equation 5 

sentence_sentimental_score_2 Sentence-based sentimental score 2: Refer to Equation 6 
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Table 5. Definition of the part-of-speech features among four linguistic features 

Attribute name Description 

noun_count Number of nouns

pronoun_count Number of pronouns 

verb_count Number of verbs 

auxiliary_verb_count Number of auxiliary verbs 

adjective_count Number of adjectives 

adverbs_count Number of adverbs 

interjection_count Number of interjections 

questions_count Number of questions 

conjunctions_count Number of conjunctions 

etc_count Number of other part-of-speech features 

unknown_count Number of typos and number of unknown nouns 

 

Among the linguistic features, the basic features were merely basic features of the language for 

sentences and words. Sentimental features of words and sentences were preprocessed using NLTK's 

VADER sentiment analyzer, which is a Python natural language processing support package, among 

sentiment vocabulary dictionaries such as SentiWordNet, VADER, and Pattern. Among the modules of 

VADER, SentimentIntensityAnalyzer has a polarity_score function that calculates positive, negative, and 

neutral sentiment scores, and the sentiment score was measured using the function. The higher the value 

returned through the polarity_score function, the stronger is the positive sentiment; conversely, the lower 

the value, the stronger is the negative sentiment. In this study, a sentiment score of 0.2 or higher was 

assumed to be a strong positive, whereas a score of less than -0.2 was assumed to be strong negative. In 

addition, if the sentiment score is 0, then it is considered as neutral. Furthermore, “wsNormalize,” a 

function that normalizes word-based sentiment scores by intensity, is expressed as shown in Eq. (1). 

Among the attributes, word-based sentimental scores 1 and 2 and sentence-based sentimental scores 1 

and 2 were added to observe sentimental scores from various perspectives, and several equations were 

used to calculate them. Moreover, “ws1,” which is a word-based sentiment score of 1, can be obtained 

through Eq. (2), and “ws2,” which is a word-based sentiment score 2, can be obtained using Eq. (3). In 

addition, the “ssNormalize” function for generalizing the sentiment score of a sentence is expressed as 

shown in Eq. (4), and the sentence-based sentiment score 1 is obtained using Eq. (5). Eq. (6) shows an 

equation for obtaining a sentence-based sentiment score of 2. Finally, POS-based features were extracted 

using the pos_tag of the NLTK package. For data analysis, preprocessing was performed using the 

extracted features, and the schema of the preprocessed table included the following GLTR features: 

top_k_green, top_k_yellow, top_k_red, and top_k_purple. 

 

�������	
���� =

⎩⎪
⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪
⎪⎧

1, 
� ��	��
��_�����(�) ≥ 0.2

0.5, 
�  ��	��
��_�����(�) < 0.2 ��� 
�  ��	��
��_�����(�) > 0

−1, 
�  ��	��
��_�����(�) ≤ −0.2

−0.5, 
�  ��	��
��_�����(�) > −0.2 ��� 
�  ��	��
��_����(�) < 0

0, ��ℎ���
��
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4.2 Analysis of Features of Machine Review 

We performed a statistical analysis to confirm the difference between real and machine reviews. First, 

we conducted an F-test to determine equality of variances for all features. The results show that 

question_count, num_count, unknown_count, sentence_neg, word_strong_neg, word_weak_neg, and 

word_sentimental_score_1 satisfied the equality of variances. However, they did not present a p-value 

<0.05 on an independent T-test; hence, they were regarded as meaningless features. Table 6 shows the 

features satisfying the equality of variances and their p-values on an independent T-test. Among the  

 

Table 6. Results of T-test for features that do not satisfy equal variance 

Attribute name p-value 

special_character_count 3.501997750080279e-05 

noun_count 2.888123643568305e-06 

pronoun_count 6.389010497026173e-39 

verb_count 1.1831328824615509e-14 

auxiliary_verb_count 0.0022774726180378236 

adjective_count 7.114495403144986e-06 

adverb_count 2.0458729106901304e-07 

interjection_count 0.00030610638480726006 

conjunction_count 2.0644178039054096e-06 

etc_count 2.4514895681089804e-16 

sentence_count 3.32933521295455e-13 

sentence_pos 8.715056931697415e-15 

sentence_sentimental_score_1 1.3697905726638073e-09 

sentence_sentimental_score_2 1.2403493784116909e-08 

word_count 1.0939986341096128e-19 

word_strong_pos 7.376694649753007e-13 

word_weak_pos 3.997635870522615e-08 

word_sentimental_score_2 0.0008491579669236737 
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features in Table 6, word_count, sentence_count, sentence_sentimental_score_1, sentence_sentimental_ 

score_2, noun_count, pronoun_count, verb_count, etc_count, and special_character_count indicated a p-

value <0.05. To visualize these features, we removed outliers and then represented them in a boxplot. 

The visualization results, as depicted in Fig. 6, shows that in terms of noun_count and sentence_count, 

machine reviews use more words than real reviews. Generally, when machine reviews are written, it is 

predicted whether they contain many words and sentences. Meanwhile, real reviews often use special_ 

character_count, whereas machine reviews do not use it. Comparing noun_count and sentence_ 

sentimental_score_1, machine reviews use more positive sentiments than real reviews. In etc_count, both 

reviews exhibit a similar pattern, but a different median value. It is predicted that such words are used 

slightly more frequently in machine reviews. 

 

 
Fig. 6. Boxplot showing significant properties of p-value <0.05. 

 

In particular, it is assumed that other words not in real reviews appear in machine reviews because our 

proposed GPT-2 model is based on the 117M GPT-2 small model. In terms of noun_count, 

pronoun_count, and verb_count, they are a concept of word units. Because machine reviews use more 

words than real reviews, POS counts appear more in machine reviews. In real reviews, a reviewer writes 

more noun-oriented texts, whereas machine reviews are written using fewer nouns. 

 

 

5. Feature Evaluation using Machine Review Classification Model 

To design our experiment, we collected 30,000 real human-written reviews from Kaggle and 5,000 

machine reviews generated by GPT-2. We built and evaluated a machine review classifier based on five 

representative classifiers using the features analyzed in Section 4.2. The classifiers were as follows: 

logistic regression, random forest, support vector machine (SVM), neural network, and AdaBoost. We 
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used the scikit-learn package to apply them. To evaluate our model, we used the accuracy and F1-score 

of the machine and real reviews, as well as the macro F1-score. Five-fold cross-validation was applied in 

each experiment for a balanced evaluation. 

 

5.1 Hyper-parameters of Model used for Machine Review Classification 

Table 7 shows the hyper-parameters of each model used in the experiment. In Table 7, “c” hyper 

parameter of SVM, determines the number of data samples allowed to be placed in different classes. 

“Gamma” is the effect of one element in SVM, and if this value is set to scale, then the effect is calculated 

as 1/(count of features×variance of elements). In logistic regression, “solver” means the optimization 

algorithm, and when the solver is set to lbfgs, the limited memory-BFGS algorithm searches for the 

optimization value. In a random forest, max_depth is the maximum depth of the tree, and if max_depth 

is “none,” the random forest will differentiate the samples without limitation until only one sample is 

entered in the leaf node. In AdaBoost, n_estimators mean the number of child learners to be created while 

AdaBoost is executing. The learning_rate of the machine network means the step size of the loss function 

per iteration, and loss is a parameter that designates a function to calculate the loss value. The optimizer 

designates an algorithm for optimizing the loss, and the hidden_node denotes the number of nodes in the 

hidden layer of the neural network. Additionally, hidden_layer_count is the number of hidden layers used 

for learning. 

 

Table 7. Hyper-parameter definition of machine review classification model 

Model name Hyper parameter Value 

SVM 
c 1 

gamma Scale 

Logistic regression 
c 1 

solver lbfgs 

Random Forest 
n_estimators 100 

max_depth None 

AdaBoost 

base_estimators DecisionTreeClassifier(max_depth=5) 

n_estimators 50 

learning_rate 0.01 

Neural network 

learning_rate 0.001 

loss binary_crossentropy 

optimizer RMSprop 

hidden_node 32 

hidden_layer_count 1 

 

5.2 Evaluation of Machine Review Classification Model by Features 

Table 8 shows the average performance with five-fold cross-validation of the models using GLTR 

features, the models using linguistic features analyzed in Section 4, and the models using GLTR features 

and linguistic features simultaneously. In the table, the underlined numbers indicate the maximum values, 

and the minimum values are indicated in parentheses. Among the classification models for all features, 

the random forest classification model performed the best, whereas the SVM classification model 

performed the worst. In general, the models using linguistic features as inputs outperformed the models 

using GLTR features as inputs. In particular, when GLTR and linguistic features were used 

simultaneously, the performance improved by 5%–6% compared with the case where only GLTR 

features were used. In addition, except for machine networks, real reviews written by humans were better 
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classified than machine reviews. This was because the parameters of top_k_green, top_k_yellow, 

top_k_red, top_k_purple were applied in a balanced manner. Meanwhile, in the machine review, it was 

predicted that the four features of GLTR appeared differently in each sentence. 

When using GLTR features alone and GLTR features and linguistic features simultaneously, the 

difference in performance by model was insignificant. However, when using only linguistic features, the 

maximum difference in performance between the random forest and SVM was 13%. The performance 

difference between the random forest and AdaBoost was more significant than those of other models, 

and the use of an ensemble model was appropriate when linguistic features were used in the classification 

model. 

 

Table 8. Average performance of classification models by features 

Feature type Model name Accuracy Real-F1 Machine-F1 Macro-F1 

Use GLTR feature SVM (0.620) (0.640) (0.606) (0.620) 

Logistic regression 0.634 0.640 0.628 0.630 

Random forest 0.680 0.686 0.678 0.680 

AdaBoost 0.636 0.642 0.638 0.636 

Neural network 0.638 0.652 0.620 0.634 

Average 0.642 0.652 0.634 0.640 

Use language feature SVM (0.630) (0.662) (0.590) (0.626) 

Logistic regression 0.638 0.662 0.612 0.638 

Random forest 0.726 0.726 0.724 0.726 

AdaBoost 0.706 0.704 0.704 0.704 

Neural network 0.642 0.630 0.644 0.636 

Average 0.668 0.677 0.655 0.666 

Use GLTR+language feature SVM (0.704) (0.716) (0.692) (0.704) 

Logistic regression 0.714 0.722 0.704 0.714 

Random forest 0.782 0.784 0.778 0.778 

AdaBoost 0.736 0.736 0.736 0.736 

Neural network 0.718 0.734 0.704 0.718 

Average 0.731 0.738 0.723 0.730 

The numbers in parentheses indicates the lowest performance in the evaluation criteria of each feature type.  

The numbers underlined indicates the highest performance in the evaluation criteria of each feature type. 

 

 

6. Conclusion 

In this study, we analyzed machine reviews generated from AI-based linguistic models and real reviews 

written by humans. We collected a real review from Kaggle. Subsequently, we trained a GPT-2 model 

using a real review. The trained GPT-2 model generated texts in a mobile application review manner. In 

addition, the generated machine review was compared with GLTR; subsequently, iterative learning was 

performed to create a more human-like machine review. We used Python’s natural language processing 

package, NLTK, to extract linguistic features from the mobile application review. In addition, we 

analyzed the differences between machine and real reviews using T-tests and boxplots. Consequently, 

we confirmed the linguistic features of the machine review. Based on the analysis results, a machine 

review classifier model was created using five machine learning techniques. In addition, we conducted a 

model evaluation using the existing linguistic features and four features of GLTR. Our results showed 

that the F1-scores for the machine and real review classifications of the model were 0.723 and 0.738, 
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respectively, whereas the macro F1-score was 0.730. However, when training GPT-2 language generation 

model, it seems that the classification of machine reviews will become difficult if more data is trained. 

In addition, an analysis using language models other than GPT-2 is necessary, and analysis techniques 

that are widely used in natural language processing should be applied, and we plan to proceed with this 

for future research. 
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